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ABSTRACT

central view

We investigate the coding of multiview images obtained from a set
of multiple cameras. To exploit the inter-view correlation, two viewprediction tools have been implemented and used in parallel: a blockbased motion compensation scheme and a Depth Image Based Rendering technique (DIBR). Whereas DIBR relies on an accurate depth
image, the block-based motion-compensation scheme can be performed without any geometry information. Our encoder adaptively
selects the most appropriate prediction scheme using a rate-distortion
criterion for an optimal prediction-mode selection. The attractiveness of the algorithm is that the compression algorithm is robust
against inaccurately estimated depth images and requires only one
single reference camera for fast random-access to different views.
We present experimental results for several multiview sequences,
that result in a quality improvement of up to 1.4 dB as compared
to H.264 compression.
Index Terms— Multiview video coding, depth image based rendering, predictive coding, prediction methods, video coding.
1. INTRODUCTION
A 3D video is typically obtained from a set of synchronized cameras, which are capturing the same scene from different view points
(multi-view video). This technique enables applications such as freeviewpoint video or 3D-TV. Free-viewpoint video applications provide the feature to interactively select a viewpoint of the scene. With
3D-TV, the depth of the scene can be perceived using a multi-view
display that shows simultaneously several views of the same scene.
Considering the free-viewpoint video application, random access to
neighboring views after coding is necessary so that an appropriate
coding structure should be adopted. To exploit both spatial (i.e.
inter-view) and temporal redundancy, it has been proposed [1] to
use predeﬁned views as a spatial reference from which neighboring
views are predicted. Observing the coding structure of Figure 1, it
can be seen that temporal correlation is exploited only with respect to
the central reference view. Similarly, only non-central views exploit
the spatial inter-view redundancy. For this reason, by exploiting an
appropriate mixture of temporal and spatial prediction, views along
the chain of cameras can be randomly accessed. Therefore, as opposed to an alternative approach [2], we have adopted the coding
structure from Fig. 1 to perform multi-view coding. By doing so,
we follow recent suggestions [3] in the 3DAV group within MPEG
which indicate alternative prediction structures should be investigated.
A major problem when dealing with multi-view video is the
large amount of data to be encoded, decoded and rendered. For ex-
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Fig. 1. Coding structure where only the central view employs temporal prediction. This central view is then used as a reference for
inter-view prediction.
ample, an independent transmission of eight views of the “Breakdancers” sequence at a PSNR of 40 dB requires about 10 M bit/s.
In a typical multi-view acquisition system, the acquired views are
highly correlated. As a result, a coding gain can be obtained by
exploiting the inter-view dependency between neighboring cameras.
To this end, two different approaches for predictive coding of views
have been investigated.
A ﬁrst inter-view prediction technique [4] uses a block-based
motion-prediction scheme. Besides compatibility with H.264 coding, a major advantage of this approach is that motion compensation
does not rely on the geometry of multiple views, so that camera calibration parameters are not required. However, in the case the baseline distance between cameras is high, it has been reported [4] that
a block-based motion-compensation scheme yields a limited coding
gain over independent coding of the views. One reason is that the
translational motion model employed by the block-based motioncompensation scheme is not sufﬁciently accurate to predict the motion of objects with different depth.
A second, alternative view-prediction scheme [5, 1] is based on
an Depth Image Based Rendering algorithm (DIBR). The synthesis
algorithm employs a reference texture and depth image as input data.
The advantage of the DIBR prediction is that the views can be better predicted even when the baseline distance between the reference
and predicted cameras is large, thus yielding a high compression ratio. However, as opposed to the previous approach, the multi-camera
acquisition system needs to be fully calibrated prior to the capture
session. Additionally, a depth image should be estimated for the
central reference view. Because depth estimation is a complicated
task, the central depth image may be inaccurately estimated, which
thereby reduces the view-prediction quality.
The important requirements of the view prediction algorithm are
that (a) it should be robust against inaccurately estimated depth images and (b) an efﬁcient compression should be obtained for various
baseline distances between cameras. As discussed above, both pre-
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sented view-prediction algorithms have their limitations and cannot
be used under variable capturing conditions. Therefore, our novel
strategy is to use both algorithms selectively on an image-block basis, depending on their coding performance.
In this paper, we propose a H.264 based multiview encoder that
employs the above-described prediction structures using a central
reference picture. The view-prediction is performed using both prediction techniques, such that the most appropriate prediction method
is selected for each image-block using a rate-distortion criterion.
The ﬁrst view-prediction algorithm is based on block-based motionprediction. The second view-prediction technique works by warping
the reference picture using the corresponding reference depth-image
and a DIBR technique, i.e. the Relief Texture mapping [6]. We express the relief texture mapping with an alternative formulation that
ﬁts better the camera calibration framework. To provide random access to different views, we employ a single picture as a reference
from which neighboring views are predicted. While only one reference camera is used for predictive coding, we show that the viewprediction is sufﬁciently accurate to obtain an efﬁcient compression.
To evaluate the efﬁciency of the prediction across the views, we
have integrated the relief-texture-based prediction algorithm into an
H.264 encoder. Experimental results show that the proposed prediction algorithm yields up to 1.4 dB improvement when compared to
block-based motion prediction using H.264 coding.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides details about the relief-texture view-prediction algorithm
while Section 3 shows how the two prediction algorithms can be
integrated into an H.264 encoder. Experimental results are provided
in Section 4 and the paper concludes with Section 5.
2. PREDICTIVE-CODING OF MULTI-VIEW IMAGES
With block-based motion-prediction [4], the views are multiplexed
and the standard H.264 motion-compensation technique is employed.
2.1. Prediction using relief texture mapping
A single texture image and a corresponding depth image are sufﬁcient to synthesize novel views from arbitrary positions. Let us
consider a 3D world point Pw = (Xw , Yw , Zw )T captured by two
cameras and projected onto the reference as well as the predicted
image at homogeneous pixel positions p1 = (x1 , y1 , 1)T and p2 =
(x2 , y2 , 1)T , respectively. We assume that the ﬁrst reference camera is located at the coordinate-system origin and looks along the
Z-direction. The location and orientation of the predicted camera
are described by its camera center C2 and the rotation matrix R2 .
This allows us to deﬁne the pixel positions p1 and p2 in both image
planes by
λ1 p1

=

K1 (Xw , Yw , Zw )T ,

(1)

λ2 p2

=

K2 R2 (Xw , Yw , Zw )T − K2 R2 C2 ,

(2)

where K1 , K2 represent the 3 × 3 intrinsic parameter matrix of the
corresponding cameras and λ1 , λ2 some positive scaling factors [7].
Because the matrix K1 is upper-triangular and K1 (3, 3) = 1, the
scaling factor λ1 can be speciﬁed in this particular case by λ1 =
Zw . From Equation (1), the 3D position of the original point Pw in
Euclidean coordinates can be written as
(Xw , Yw , Zw )T = K1−1 λ1 p1 = K1−1 Zw p1 .

(3)

Finally, we obtain the predicted pixel position p2 by substituting
Equation (3) into Equation (2), so that
λ2 p2 = K2 R2 K1−1 Zw p1 − K2 R2 C2 .

(4)

Equation (4) constitutes the image-warping [8] equation that enables
the synthesis of the predicted view from the original reference view
and its corresponding depth image.
One issue of the previously described method is that input pixels p1 of the reference view may not always be mapped to a pixel
p2 at an integer pixel position. A second difﬁculty is that multiple original pixels can be projected onto the same pixel position in
the predicted view. For example, a foreground pixel can occlude a
background pixel in the interpolated view, which is resulting in overlapping pixels. Additionally, some regions in the interpolated view
are not visible from the original viewpoint, which results in holes in
the predicted image. To address the aforementioned issues, we describe a variant of the relief texture mapping technique that we have
adapted to the geometry of multiple views.
The guiding principle of the relief texture algorithm is to factorize the 3D image-warping equation into a combination of 2D texture
mapping operations. One well-known 2D texture mapping operation corresponds to a perspective projection of planar texture onto a
plane deﬁned in a 3D world. Mathematically, this projection can be
deﬁned using homogeneous coordinates by a 3 × 3 matrix multiplication, and corresponds to an homography transform between two
images. The advantage of such a transformation is that a hardware
implementation of this function is available in most of the Graphic
Processor Units (GPU). Processing time is therefore dramatically reduced. Let us now factorize the warping function so as to obtain a
homography transform in the factorization. From Equation (4), it
follows that
λ2
K1 C2
p2 = K2 R2 K1−1 · (p1 −
).
Zw
Zw

(5)

Analyzing this equation, it can be seen that the ﬁrst factor K2 R2 K1−1
is equivalent to a 3×3 matrix and represents the desired homography
transform.
Let us now analyze the second factor of the factorized equation,
i.e. (p1 − K1 C2 /Zw ). This second factor projects the input pixel
p1 onto an intermediate point pi = (xi , yi , 1)T that is deﬁned by
λi pi = p1 −

K1 C2
,
Zw

(6)

where λi deﬁnes a homogeneous scaling factor. It can be seen that
this last operation performs the translation of the reference pixel p1
to the intermediate pixel pi . The translation vector can be expressed
in homogeneous coordinates by
1 0
0
1
xi
x1 − t1
K1 C2
λi @ yi A = @ y1 − t2 A with (t1 , t2 , t3 )T =
. (7)
Zw
1
1−t
3

Written in Euclidean coordinates, the intermediate pixel position is
deﬁned by
x1 − t1
y1 − t2
xi =
yi =
.
(8)
1 − t3
1 − t3
It can be seen that this result basically involves a 2D texture mapping
operation, which can be further decomposed into a sequence of two
1D-transformations. In practice, these two 1D-transformations are
performed ﬁrst along rows, and then along columns. This class of
warping methods is known as scanline algorithms [9]. An advantage
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• Step 1: Perform warping of reference texture along horizontal
scanlines.

predicted view can be efﬁciently compressed. More speciﬁcally, occluded pixels cannot always be predicted with sufﬁcient accuracy.
In this case, the algorithm encodes an occluded macroblock in intramode. Alternatively, when the prediction accuracy of occluded pixels is sufﬁcient, the macroblock is encoded in inter-mode. Third, in
the case that the depth image is not estimated accurately, the imagewarping prediction is simply not selected. Finally, the prediction
mode is speciﬁed for each image-block to the decoder by the reference frame index. Thus, the H.264 standard offers sufﬁcient ﬂexibility in coding modes to match them with the various prediction
accuracies of our algorithm.

• Step 2: Perform warping of the (already horizontally-warped)
texture along vertical scanlines.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

of this additional decomposition is that a simpler 1D texture mapping algorithm can be employed (as opposed to 2D texture mapping
algorithms).
For the padding of occluded pixels, we have employed simple heuristic techniques where occluded pixels are padded by adjacent background pixels [10].
As an algorithmic summary, the synthesis of the view using relief texture mapping is performed as follows.

• Step 3: Compute the planar texture projection of the intermediate image using the homography transform deﬁned by
K2 R2 K1−1 (exploiting the GPU for fast computing).
3. INCORPORATING RELIEF TEXTURE INTO H.264
In this section, we describe our novel H.264 architecture dedicated
to multi-view coding that employs a block-based motion-prediction
scheme and the relief-texture-mapping image-warping technique.
One approach to integrate both to integrate both prediction techniques, warping-based prediction and block-based motion prediction, would be to select the better prediction for each block. However, the prediction can be improved by performing a warping-based
prediction followed by a motion-prediction on the same block (see
Figure 2). The system concept becomes as follows. First, we provide
an approximation of the predicted view using relief texture mapping
and, second, we reﬁne the warping-based prediction using blockbased motion prediction. In the reﬁnement stage, the search for
matching blocks is performed in a region of limited size, e.g. 32×32
pixels. In contrast to this, the disparity between two views in the
“Ballet” sequence can be as high as 50 pixels. Figure 2 shows an
overview of the described coding architecture.
view 0
view N
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Fig. 2. Architecture of an H.264 encoder that adaptively employs a
block-based motion prediction or relief-texture image-warping prediction followed by a prediction-reﬁnement. The central reference
frame and the corresponding warped reference frame are denoted
Ref and W (Ref ), respectively.
The advantages of using an H.264 encoder are many-fold. First,
re-using a standardized encoder provides forms of backward compatibility with the H.264 compression functions (CABAC, etc.). Second, because the H.264 standard enables that each macroblock can
be encoded using different coding modes, occluded regions in the

For evaluating the performance of the coding algorithm, experiments
were carried out using the “Ballet” and “Breakdancers” sequences.
The presented experiments investigate the impact of the prediction
accuracy on the rate-distortion performances, using the prediction
structure depicted by Figure 1. For each presented rate-distortion
curve (Figure 3), we perform the compression of multi-views under
two different conditions.
1. The prediction of views is carried out using only the H.264
block-based motion-prediction.
2. The prediction of views is carried out adaptively, enabling
also the warping-based prediction described in this paper.
To ensure that in our evaluation the motion-prediction over time
does not interfere with the evaluation of the inter-view prediction
algorithm, each reference view is encoded as an intra-frame.
For coding experiments, we employed the open-source H.264
encoder x264 [11]. The arithmetic coding algorithm CABAC was
enabled for all experiments and the motion search was 32 × 32
pixels. All predicted frames are encoded as P-frames while reference texture and depth frames are encoded as I-frames. We set the
number of reference frames to 2: one reference for the block-based
motion-prediction and a second for the warping-based prediction.
Prior to warping, the reference depth is encoded with quantizer setting QP = 29. It should be noted that depth images should be encoded at a relatively high quality to avoid ringing-artifacts along object borders in the depth map. This prevents that rendering artifacts
occur in the warping-based predicted view. This remark is similar to
the conclusions related to recent depth compression results [12]. A
dedicated depth image coder has been previously developed by the
author to prevent these speciﬁc rendering artifacts [13].
Because depth data is necessary for 3D rendering in any case, it
can be assumed that depth images are transmitted even in the case
no warping-based prediction is employed. Hence, employing the
warping-based prediction does not involve any bit-rate overhead. It
should therefore be noted that the presented rate-distortion curves in
Figure 3 do not include the bit-rate of depth images.
Let us now discuss the obtained rate-distortion curves of Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b). First, it can be observed that the proposed warping-based prediction algorithm consistently outperforms
the block-based motion-prediction scheme. For example, considering Figure 3(a), the warping-based prediction algorithm yields a
quality improvement of up to 1.4 dB at 1.8 M bit/s over the blockbased motion-prediction algorithm. Considering Figure 3(b), despite
predicted views show large regions of occluded pixels, up to 1 dB
quality improvement was obtained at a bit-rate of 2 M bit/s.
In Fig. 4, it can be seen that occluded image-blocks at the right
side of the dancer are intra-coded. Moreover, we observe that the
relief-texture-based prediction performs efﬁcient prediction within
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Fig. 3. Rate-distortion curves for encoding 8 views of (a) the “Breakdancers” and (b) the “Ballet” sequences.
untextured areas. In this case, the image-block is mostly coded as a
Skip mode. However, we observed that the warping-based prediction
cannot always perform accurate prediction in textured blocks. In this
case, the block-based motion prediction is selected.

carried out using a rate-distortion criterion. The warping-based prediction employs the relief texture mapping algorithm which can be
efﬁciently executed on a GPU. We express the relief texture mapping
with an alternative formulation that ﬁts better the camera calibration
framework. Furthermore, we have integrated the prediction scheme
into an H.264 encoder, such that motion-compensation prediction is
combined with the warping-based prediction. Experimental results
have shown that the warping-based predictive-coding algorithm can
improve the resulting image quality by up to 1.4 dB when compared
to solely performing H.264 block-based motion prediction.
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(b)

Fig. 4. (a) A coded view 2 of the sequence “Breakdancers” (b) Magniﬁed view of the marked area, coding modes “intra”, “block-based
motion prediction” and “warping-based prediction” are indicated by
a vertical line, a diagonal line and a square respectively.
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